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Fiscal deficit above a certain limit is not good for the country because high government borrowings 
raise the interest rate and crowd out private investment. This article is an attempt to analyze the 
impact of fiscal defic it on real interest rate in India over the time period of 1980-198 1 to 2013-201 4. 
Autoregressive distributed lags bound testing approach fo r cointegration and vector error correction 
model for Granger casualty are used in a multivariate framework in which money supply and inflation 
are included as additional variables. Bound test results confirm the long-run equilibrium relationship 
among the competing variables. Further. the rate of interest and fiscal deficit are positively related with 
each other in long run, whereas money supply and inflation are found to be negative and statistical 
significant. In addition, results of vector error correction model showed that there is unidirectional 
causality running from inflation to real interest rate in short run. Based on the findings, it is suggested 
that that proper fiscal consolidation is required to control high fiscal deficit and burgeoning interest 
rate in India. Further, government should move from market borrowing to tax revenue to offset fiscal 
deficit. 
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Introduction 

In the recent years, many de, eloped and developing countries have experienced high fiscal deficit and 
it is \\ idel) belic,cd that fiscal deficit raises the real interest rate. According to IMf- and World Oank 
directions, fisca l deficit above a certain ratio or GDP is not good for the heal th of the country because it 
raises interest rate, hence reduces the private investments in the counlr). Therefore. fiscal deficit has to 
be kept up to ce11ai11 limit. But. the prevail ing or1hodox ba~cd 011 Ke) ncsian demand management theol') 
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that increases in government expenditure is the ke) instrument of expansionary policy to increase the 
aggregate demand in the economy. On the basis of this belief, if government expenditure crowd out 
private investment, then the whole idea of increasing government spending to increase demand, reduce 
unemployment, and increase national income is questionable. So there is need to investigate the relation
ship between fiscal deficit and real interest rate. Theoretically, fiscal deficit can innuence interest rate in 
three ways. First, according to Keynesian IS-LM framework, IS curve shift rightward as a result of 
increase in government expenditure. This leads to increase the interest rate. Moreover, it is important to 
note that persistent fiscal deficit as a result of lax cut or increase in go\·ernment expenditure leads to 
increase the aggregate demand. Although it improves private saving, the net effect is less than the tax cut 
and th is reduces the desired national saving. As a result, real rate of interest\\ ill rise to restore equality 
between national saving and demand for investment. This will crowd out private investment. In addition, 
financing of fiscal deficit through market borrowing may raise interest rate which crowd out private 
imcstment. Second effect is ""ithin the parameter of loanable funds approach which advocates that 
increased government deficit increases the supply of government securities reduces thei r price, resu Its in 
rise in interest rate ( Burne:r & Yasmeen, 1986). Finally, Ricardian equivalence theorem states that a 
budget deficit or public dis-saving leads to increase the private saving and thereby offsets the effects of 
deficits. This will neutralize the impact of government borrowing and interest rates (Barro, 1974 ). 

Theoretical Framework of Rate of Interest Model 

The theoretical framework,\\ hich is commonly used to describe the potential effects of fiscal deficit on 
interest rates, has several important implications for empirical analysis of those effects. The change in 
the interest rate is affected by fiscal deficit. Keynesian theory with IS-LM framework suggests that deft
cib affect the level of the interest rate. Deficits not onl) st imulate aggregate demand and raise output, but 
also cro\\ d out private investment. However, an impact or increased interest rates in the short run is quite 
different from long-run effect, that is. crowding out pri\·ate capital (l::.ngen & Hubbard, 2004 ). 

There are many factors other than fiscal deficit that can influence the detem1ination of interest rates 
in credit markets. Generally in developing economy, government intervene in market to stabilize interest 
rate b) purchasing and sale of government securities. Purchase of government securit ies from the market 
increases the money suppl)' and sale of government security reduces the rnone) supply in the econorn). 
Apart from this, the other factor that affects the interest rate is price level of the countty. When inflation 
is high in the economy, people spend more that leads to decrease their disposable income and reduce 
national saving. ro control in nation, government reduces money supply through increase in interest rate. 
But in de\'eloping countries like India, situation is quite different. Inflation in developing economy is 
mainl:r caused by suppl)' shocks. In such a situation in order to improve suppl)' or goods, goYemment 
reduces interest rate to induce private players to make investment. As interest rates are lowered, more 
people are able to borrow more money. The result is that consumers have more money to spend. causing 
the economy to grow and inflation to increase. 

Barro and Sala-i-Martin ( 1990) and Barro ( 1992) investigated the effects of fiscal and monetary 
policy variables on expected real-world interest rates across IO major developed economies. By using 
structural approach, they found that world interest rate is determined by investment demand and desired 
Sa\ ing. They also concluded that current liscal deficits do not play a significant role in the detennination 
of real expected interest rates in these countries. Elmendorf and Manki\~ ( 1999) stated that their findings 
supported the Ricardian vie\\ that budget deficits ha\ e no effect on interest rates. The Ricardi an 
Equivalnce I lypothesis (REI I) considers that all government spending must be fi nanced by taxation 
either now or by putting taxes on future generation. Chakraborty (2002) investigated the empirical link 
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and concludes that deficit does not induce rise in rate of interest in India. Chakraborty (2007) found 
that the rate of interest is a significant determinant of pri,atc corporate investment. If increase in fiscal 
deficit increases the rate of interest, it\\ ou ld imply financial crowding out. hans ( 1985), Tanzi ( 1985), 
Dalamagas ( 1987), Ahamad ( 1994 ), and Kulkarni and Lee ( 1995) found no positi\ c link between rate of 
interest and deficit. While Cebula ( 1990), Correia and Stcmits iotis ( 1995), and Ostrosky ( 1979) did find 
evidence for the link between fiscal defic it and rate of in terest. Cebula ( 1997) examined the direction of 
causality between long-tenn in terest rates and structural budget deficits in the US for a period between 
1973 and 1991 and found that there is bi-directional causality between rate of interest and the deficit. 
Das (20 I 0) found that there is enough potential within the banking system to control rise in interest rate 
by accommodating extra liquidity demand of commercial banks. 

Loanable Funds Approach 

It is \,\ idel) believed that there is always a trade-off between deficits fin anced public expenditure and 
private investments because there is limited pool of resources available in the economy. As a result of 
expansionar) fi scal policy, government takes away the larger proportion from this pool and smaller 
portion \\ ill be left for private sectors borrowings ( Das, 20 I 0). Loanable fund model helps in detennin
ing interest rate by examining the relationship between high fiscal deficit (leads to increase borrowings) 
and interest rate in the economy. It is well known that the loanable funds approach and IS-LM model are 
formal!) equivalent and contain identical info1111ation about the macro econom). 

Figure I describes a comparative-statics equilibrium model that employs a supply and demand 
curve to locate a market-clearing equilibrium price. The price in this model is the cost of credit known 

Interest 
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Demand for 
Credit 
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Figure I. Interest Race Determination 1n Loanable Funds Approach 

Sour ce: Authors' own calculation following Evans ( 1997). 
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as interest rate. Further, demand curve shows the demand for credit by borrowers and the supply curve 
represents the supply of credit by lenders. Borrowers include consumers, business, and government. 
On the other hand. lenders or supplier of credit includes banks, mortgage companies, credit card compa
nies, and the purchasers of the interest-bearing financial assets such as bonds, treasury bills, securities, 
and stocks. When the government runs a budget deficit, the difference can be financed through sale of 
bonds and treasury bills in the market resu lts; this increases the demand for credit, thereby shifting the 
initial demand curve 0

1 
to Dr fh is could mean disequil ibrium in the money market, subsequently caus

ing interest rate to rise. In order to restore the economy, central bank has the ability to increase the 
amount of credit available to the economy through an expansionary monetal) policy called as open 
market operations. This is reflected in Figure I that expansionary monetal) policy shifts the supply curve 
from S

1 
to S

2 
and also reduced the rate of interest. It will also increase the volume of total credit in the eco

nom). Thus, in order to stimulate the economy, government needs a combination of fiscal and monetary 
polic}. 

Figure 2 reveals that out of total liabilities. government dependence on market borrowing in India 
was 26.02 percent which came down to 16.99 percent in 1992-1993. It showed an increasing trend there
aficr and reached at 33. 17 percent in 2000-200 I and 58. 73 percent in 20 13- 20 14. However, heavy 
dependence on market borrowings in the domestic credit market takes away larger proportion from the 
limiting pool and smaller proportion is available for private players could be reason for crowding out of 
private investment in India. 

Figure 3 reveals the declining trend of financing fiscal deficit through 91-day treasury bills in India since 
1980. The share of91-day treasury bills in total government liabilities was 21.50 in 1980-1981, sharply 
came down to 3.66 percent in 1987- 1988. It increased to 8.23 in 1989- 1990 but subsequent!)' came down 
to 1.99 percent in 1990-1991. Dependence on treasury bills was less than I percent between 1997- 1998 
and 2005-2006. However, it increased thereafter and reached at 2.14 in 2013-20 14. On the other hand, 
govemment started using 182 '364-day treasury bills from 1988- 1989. The share of 182/364-day treasury 
bills was only 0.21 percent in 1988-1989. It reached at 1.83 in 1992 1993 but came down to 0.26 percent 
in 1995- 1996. It was less than 2 percent till 2010-2011 but increased to 3.72 percent in 2012-20 13. 

It is reflected in Figure 4 that prime lending interest rates in India is very high in comparison to 
largest economies of the world. which is a big obstacle for manufacturing sector. The recent data of 
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Figure 3. Trend and Pattern of Treasury Bills (91 days and 182/364 days) as the Percentage of Total Government 
Liab,hties 

Source: Reserve Bank o f India (20 I 5). 
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World f aclhook show that prime lending interest rates in the United States,, ere 3.25 percent in 2014 and 
3.3 percent in 20 13. China, Japan, Gennany, United Kingdom, France, and Italy also have IO\~er rate of 
interest. rhe above figure shows that prime lending interest ra te in India wa~ I 0.25 in 20 14 that decreased 
to 9.9 percent in 20 15. 11 igh interest rates in India make fiscal and monetat") polic) ineffective and cro\\ d 
out private investment. Although India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world in terms of 
nominal GDP and holds se,enth posit ion in the ,, orld but sti ll depend on agriculture ( 16 percent}. in 
comparison or western countries. l lowevcr, the services sector has picked up in recent years and now 
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accounts for 54.4 percent of the GDP, while industly contributes only 29.5 percent. Chinese economy 
is strength with a high contribution from manufacturing and services about 45 percent each and IO per
cent contribution from agriculture (according to The World Factbook, 2015). However, the huge differ
ence between these economies is due to slow growth of manufacturing sector in India. Further, it can a lso 

be stated that high interest rate is the reason for sluggish growth of private investment in India. 
Figure 5 shows that high government expenditure over its revenue in India is mainly financed through 

market borrowing, which results in contracting funds for private players. It is reflected in the above 
figure that in 1980s (average), out of total liabilities o f central government, 24.48 percent is financed 
through market loans, 13.8 percent from 91 days treasury bills and 0.04 percent through 182/364-day 
treasury bills. Dependence on market loans showed upward trend since 1980- 1981. The average share 
of market loan and 91 days treasury bills decreased to 22.68 and 3.33, respectively, in 1990s, but 
the share of' 182/364-day treasury bills increased to 1.12 during this period. In next decade, the average 
share of market loans increased to 39.5 1 percent, but the share of 91 days treasury bills decreased to 
0.89 percent. However, the dependence on 182/364-day treasury bills increased to 1.49 percent 
during this decade. Furthennore, the average dependence of market loans, 91 days treasury bills and 
182/364-day treasury bills between 20 I0-2011 and 20 14-2015 increased to 56. 16, 2.21, and 3.09 percent, 
respectively. Heavy dependence on market borrowings is the reason for crowding out of private invest

ment in India. 
Figure 6 demonstrates the rea l interest rates and inflation (deflator) in India s ince 1980. Real interest 

rate is the inflation adjusted interest rate. Both the variables do not show any specific trend. lt is depicted 
in the above figure that when inflation is high. interest rate is low and vice versa. It also shows that 
inflation reduces the real interest rate in the economy. In 1980-1981, inflation was about I 0.8 and 
real interest rate was 5.1. In order to control high inflation, govemment increases the interest rates to 
7.8 percent in 1981-1982, further increased to 9.1 in 1985- 1986. Thus, as a result of tight monetary 
policy, government is able to control high inflation and it reached at 6.8 percent in I 985- 1986. In next 
year, government adopted expansionary monetary policy and reduced the interest rate to 6.6 percent and 
further reduced to 3 percent in 1990- 1991. But this leads to take inflation al a peak level ( 13.8 percent) 
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Real Interest Rate 

............. Inflation 

(Deflater) 

in 1990 1991. To control high rate or in flat ion. RBI increased the interest rate to 9.1 percent and able 
to bring it do\\n to 9 percent in 199 I 1992. As a result of tight rnonetar) polic), government is able to 
control high rate of inflation and it came down to 3 percent approximately in the end to 1990s. But after 
economic crisis of 2007, in order to increase the sluggish demand, RBI adopted expansionar) monetal) 
polic) and reduced the interest rate to 2.8 percent in 20 11-2012. Simultaneously, it leads to increase the 
inflation and again it reached at 9 percent in 2009-20 IO and 7.6 percent in 201 1- 20 12. Thus the above 
facts explain that when inflation is high, government adopts tight rnonctal') policy and able to control 
over inflation. 

A\ eragc prime lending rates v\ ere 16.2 percent in 1980 1981 and fun her reached at I 9 percent in 
1992 I 993. rhe reasons for the high prime lending interest rates were high Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) 
( I 5 percent) and high SLR (StatutOI) Liquidity Ratio) (38.5 percent) in 198 I and remain high till I 997. 
RBI reduced CRR to 9.50 percent and SLR to 25 percent in 1998. Then go\ernment is able bring down 
prime lending interest rate to 11 percent in 200-1-2005. During this period CRR reduced to -1.5 percent 
(2003 ). llowever, average prime lending interest rates increased in 2005-2006 and reached at 12. 75 
percent as RBI increased CRR to 9 percent in 2008. Funhcr PLR rose to 16.75 percent in 2008 2009. 
As a result of reducing CRR to 5 percenl in 2009 and 4 percent in 2013, RBI is able to reduce the prime 
lending rate to 9.5 percent in 20 IO 2011 and I 0.25 in 2012 2013 ( Resene Bank of India, 20 I 5 ). 

Interest Rate and Effectiveness of Fiscal Policy 

In order to get the result of increase in government exr enditurc, differentiate both the equations IS as 
wel l as LM (assuming supply of money lo be constant or no change in LM curve). 

IS: o }' = o C + c ( I - /) o }' + I, or 

LM:O =ho l' +/ or 
( I ) 

(2) 
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IS represents investment saving equation and LM represents demand for money. I, represents investment 
demand for money as a function of interest rate and )' is the national income. h represents the income 
responsi'vcness of the demand for money, that is. the function of l' and I, is the speculative demand for 
money is a function of rate of interest. 

8r = -ho>' 
I, 

B) substituting the value of Or, we\\, ill get equation (3) 

-h◊Y 
◊Y =◊C + c( 1-t)◊Y + 1,(-

1 
-) 

r 

◊Y 

8G l ,h 
(1-c( 1-1)+-) 

I, 

(3) 

It is clearly shown in equation (3) that va lue of government expenditure wil l be weaker due to increased 
interest rate and crowding out of private investments. The value of government expenditure multiplier 

I h 
will be greater if the whole bunch T = 0. Further, it is possible only in two cases: 

r 

(I) When I,-, 0 means private investment docs not respond to change in interest rate. So the value of 
multiplier will be as below 

◊Y I 

◊G-[l-c(l-1)] 

(2) If interest rate docs not change or Or = 0 

8 )' 
= ----

8G 1-c(l -t) 
(4) 

-'18 )' 
Because Or=-,-, - = 0 

The above situation is possible when moneta,, authority control over rate of interest rate b) increasing 
money supply in the economy Therefore, effectiveness of fiscal policy depends upon proper monetary 
polic) otherwise as per IS-LM model; interest rate \\ ill increase as a result of increase in government 
spending. 

The Model 

Although the focus of the present study is to analyze the relationship between fiscal deficit and interest 
rate, an appropriate model specification is extremely important as some other macroeconomic variables 
may also affect the movement of rate of interest. So, multivariate framework is designed to test the 
relationship between real interest rate, fisca l deficit, money supply, and inOation. TI1e rate of interest is 
mainly affected by fiscal defici t, money supply, and inOation. Further, interest rate is adjusted to remo, e 
the effects of "inflation" to reflect the real cost of funds to the borrower. So the difference between 
nominal rate of interest and in Oat ion is taken as real interest rate. 
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The relation between real and nominal interest rates and the expected inflation rate is given by 
the Fisher equation 

I + 11 = ( I - r) ( I + i) 

where 11 = nominal interest rate. r - real interest rate, i = inflation. 
Further model specification for real rate of interest rate is explained in equation (5): 

RINT= /{FD, MS. INFD) (5) 

In model. RINI is real interest rate, FD is fiscal deficit as percentage of GDP, MS (broad mone)) is the 
mone) supply as the percentage of GDP and I FD is the inflation (deflator}. Data are collected from 
RBI and World Bank and cover the period between 1980 1981 and 20 I 3- 20 I 4. Inflation ( deflator) is 
most accurate indicator to measure the inflation as it CO\ ers the entire range of goods and services 
produced in the economy while the other two indices (WPI and CPI) derive from price quotations for 
select commodity baskets. These variables have been taken under consideration because as per IS-LM 
model, interest rate is decided through equi librium i11 goods (fiscal policy) and money market (monetary 
policy). [n addition, inflation plays a key role as it affects rate of interest. In addition, the autoregressive 
distributed lag ( A RDL} model is used to find out short-run and long-run coefficients which is introduced 
original!) b) Pesaran and Shin ( 1999). further extended b1 Pesaran Shin, and Smith (200 I). The ARDL 
approach has the advantage that it docs not require all ,ariables to be /(I) as in Johansen cointegration 
and applicable if variables are /(0) and/( I). ro invest igate the presence of long-run relationships among 
the RTNT. FD. MS, and INFO bound testing under Pesaran ct al. (200 I) procedure is used. The bound 
testing procedure is based on the F-test. The F-test is actually a test based on the hypothesis of no coinc
tegration among the variables against the existence of cointcgralion among them. If the computed 
F-statistic is greater than the upper bound critical value (bound test), tben the null hypothesis of no 
cointcgration is rejected (meaning that, ariablcs are coimegrated). 

; 

c,.R/.\'T - /3., + L /3 ~RJ:-,:T 
; A ; 

+'2:,/3,~FD, -rL,/3,-lMS, ,+ '2:,/3,~1:-,:Fo, +a, RI T + 

a ,FD, 1 +a1MS, 1 + a,INFD, 1 +e, 

The lcfi-hand side in the model is the real interest rate. On the right-hand side a
1
, a

2
, a

1
, a 

I 
represent 

the coeflicient of long-run relationshir. rl1c remaining expressions with the summation sign (/3 1 -/3.J.) 
represent the short-run dynamics of the model. 

('so cointcgration} 

(Cointcgration exists} 

In addition, the error correction version ofA RDL model pertaining to the variables in equation (2) is as 
follows: 

; ; ( ( 

6R/.VT = /311 + '2:,/3 1t::,R INT, +'2:,/3,t::, FD, ,+ L,/3 ,~MS, +L,/3,~I 'FD, ,+ AECM , +µ, 
I o 1 , n 

where ECM, 1 is the error corTection term, µ
1 

is an error term and ,, is the cocmcicnt or the error 
corTection term \\ hich shows the ~peed or adjustment or the variables toward equilibrium in long run. 
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Howe,er. 1he ARDL bounds testing approach is based upon the assumption that the variables are not 
in1egra1ed of order two /(2) ,.,,hich is ensured by applying Augmented Dickey-Fuller (Dickey & Fuller, 
1979) unit-root tests. 

Results and Discussions 

Unit Root Test 

The first practice in appl) ing any cointegration technique is to determine the degree of integration of 
each , ariable. The results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller test are presented in Table I which shows that 
fisca l deficit, money supply and inflation are stationary at first difTerence (the null hypothesis of the pres
ence of unit root is rejec1ed once the series are in the first difference). On the other hand, real interest rate 
is s1a1ionaiy at level. 

Long-run and Short-run Elasticity Estimates 

The long-run elasticity of real interest rate with respect to fiscal deficit, money supply and inflation is 
estimated using the under!) ing ARDL model is shov. n in Table 2. According to Table 2, fiscal deficit 
elastici ty is 0.33 percent at lag 2. It indicates that I percent increase in fiscal deficit would increase 
the real interest rate by 0.33 percent (supported by IS-LM model). Further, money supply elasticity is 
-0.18 at lag 2 shows tha1 ,, hen go, crnment increases money supply by I percent (adopts expansionary 
mone1a1y policy), this would decrease the interest rate by 0.18 percent. 

An interesting part of long-run analysis is that inflation elasticity is - 0.73 percent in current year 
indicates that I percent increase in infla1ion would decrease the real rate ofin1eresl (i.e., nominal interest 
inflation) by 0.73 percent or inflation is the reason for decline in the real return on deposits with banks. 
Further, it is also observed that supply shocks are the main cause of inflation in India. Hence, in order 
to control inflation, government reduces interest rate to induce private players for making investments. 
But inflation found positi\'e sign al lag one meaning that any increase in inflation from the previous 
period positively affects rate of interest. Indeed, as a result of inflation, government would keep control 
on rate of interest by increasing it in next year for the benefit of investors or to extract excess purchasing 
power from the market. All the variables are found statist ically significant at 5 percent level. In addition, 
the value of R square is very high (95 percent) that is good for the model. Moreover, the estimated ARDL 

Table I. Unit Root Test by ADF 

Variables Level At First Difference 

RINT 0.0007* 0.0000* 

FD 0.1286 0.0000* 

MS 0.9800 0.0017* 

INFO 0.1267 0.0000* 

Source: Authors' computation with Ev,ews 9.0. 
N ote: denotes the rejection of null hypothesis of the presence of a unit-root at 

I percent level of significance. 
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Table 2. Long-run Elasticities Estimates Selected Model: ARDL (2. 2. 2. 2) for Long-run Relationship among 
Variables 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-StatlStlC Prob. 

RINT(-2) -0.52571 0.14044 - 374342 0.0014 

FD(-2) 0.33905 0.15854 2.13857 0.0457 

MS(- 2) -0.18 188 0.08577 - 2.12047 0.0474 

INFO -0.73302 0.07391 - 9.9 I 819 0.0000 

INFD(-1) 0.70406 0.16451 4.27984 0.0004 

INFD(-2) -0.52639 0.15634 - 3.36704 0.0032 

C 17.87821 3. I 9256 5.59996 0.0000 

Source: Authors· o wn calculations. 

97 

Note: Significance at 5 percent level. Prob.= Probability. R-squared = 0.95198. Ad1usted R-squared = 0.92417. S.E of 
regression = 0.61446. Sum squared res1d = 7.17363. F-statistic = 34 23935, Prob(F-stat1st1c) = 0 00000. mean 
dependent var= 6 187097. Aka1ke info criterion = 2 I 48495. Durbin- Watson stat= 2 038645. Breu sch Godfrey Serial 
Correlauon LM Test= 0.9496. Heteroskedastic,cy Test (Prob. chi-square value of Breusch- Pagan-Godfrey) = 0 .9580. 

model passed the usual diagnostic tests. Breusch Godfre)- Serial CorTclation LM rest shows that there 
is no serial correlation. further. chi-square value of I leteroskcdasticit)- test is also significant at 5 percent 
lc'vel of significant. I he long-run model of the corresponding ARDL (2. 2. 2. 2) for the interest rate 
( RI I ) can be \Hillen as folio,, s 

RINT, = 17.87821 + 0.33905 FD, 0.18 I 88 MS, 0. 73302 1:-JFD, 

!"he abo, e long-run relationship be1,,ecn rate of interest. fiscal deficit. and mone) suppl)- supports the 
\Hlrking of IS-I M model in India Basically. IS-LM model is used to c,plain fluctuation in output and 
intcre\l rate and to examine the cfTccti,eness of fiscal and monelat) polic)- for economic stabilization. 
According to 1\-LM model, increase in fisca l de licit as a result of increased gm emmenl spending leads 
to increase the interest rate, hence crowd out private im estmenb. htrthcr. increase in money suppl) 
shi fls the LM curve to right leads 10 decrease the interest rate. rhus positive relationship between fiscal 
de licit and rate of interest confinm that financing of gmemment e,penditure (as a result of expansion
al) liscal polic)) main!) through market borro"ings compete creates extra pressure in mone) market. 
rt,is results in increase in interest rate. On the other hand, negati\'c relationship bet,, ccn mone)- suppl) 
and interest rate indicates that increase in mone) suppl) inject e,tra cash in banks thus l1mcring the rate 
0 f' i nteresl. 

In !"able 3, /\ RDL bound test conlirms the long-run relat ionship among real interest rate, fiscal deficit. 
mone)- suppl), and in llation as computed / statistic (7 23) is greater than upper bound (.1.6 7) at 5 percent 
le\cl of significance. In addition. the long-run stabilit) of the parameters is tested h) appl) ing the cumu
lative sum (CU~UM) and the eumulati,e sum or squares ((lJC:,lJMSQ) tests suggested by Pcsaran and 
Shin ( 1999) is presented in l"igures 7 and 8. respecti,cl) . CUSLJM and CUSl l'vt square conlim1 the 
stabilit) of model in long run. 

I able 4 shows the summar")- or the sho11-ru11 analysis: lisca l ddicit is found positi\el1 related 
"ith real interest rate and I percent increase in fiscal deficit "il l incr.:ase the real rate or interest b:, 
0.4, percent. rl1is depicts that high fiscal deficit ,s a reas()l1 for high interest rate in India. Therefore. 
government should control on i1' expenditure. An interesting pa,1 of short-run result i, that I percent 
increase in money suppl) \\ ill decrease the real rate or interest b) 0.19 percent. Besides, inflation is 
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Table 3. Bound Test Statistic 

Test Statistic Value 

F-statistic 7.231248 

Cr itical Value Bounds 

Significance 10 Bound 

IO percent 2.37 

5 percent 2.79 

2.50 percent 3.15 

I percent 3.65 

Source: Authors· computation with Eviews 9.0. 

K 

3 

II Bound 

3.2 

3.67 

4.08 

4.66 
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16 18 

Figure 7 . CUSUM Test Results 

Source: Authors· own calculations. 

20 

I 
22 24 26 28 30 32 

CUSUM 5% Significance I 

found positively related with real interest rate at lag I. In addition, the value or ECT is negative and 
signi ficant at 5 percent indicates that the speed of adjustment is -0.57704. This negative coefficient of 
error correction tenn indicates that 57 percent disequilibrium in rate of interest will be ofTset each year 
by short-ru.n adjustment of explanatory variables (fiscal deficit, money supply, and inflation). Thus, it is 
important to reduce the disequilibrium in rate of interest over time by implementing adequate fiscal and 
monetary policy in order to maintain long-run equil ibrium. 

Granger Causality Analysis 

Once cointegration is found among variables, there must be uni- or bidirectional causality between the 
series (Oh Ian, 2015). Such knowledge is \.\'Orthwhile for fonnu lating appropriate fiscal and monetary 
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Figure 8. CUSUMSQ Test Results 

Source: Authors· own calculations. 

20 22 24 

CUSUM of Squares 

T able 4. Error Correction Model for the Selected ARDL (2, 2, 2, 2) 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error 

C 0.09442 0.17700 

O(RINT(-2)) --0.35736 0.13270 

O(FD(-2)) 0.4 1340 0.1 4380 

O(MS(-2)) --0. I 9613 0.07380 

O(INFD) --0.78347 0.08107 

O(INFD(- 1)) 0.38834 0.08629 

ECT(-1) --0.57704 0.29559 

Source: Authors· computation with Eviews 9.0. 

26 28 30 32 

5% Significance 

t-Statistic Prob. 

0.533 41 0.59890 

-2.69302 0.01300 

2.87491 0.00860 

-2.6575 1 0.01410 

-9.66425 0.00000 

4.50016 0.00020 

-1.95219 0.00620 

N otes: R-squared = 0.931063. adjusted R-squared = 0.910082, S.E. of regression = 0.739649. f-statistic = 44.37691. Prob 
(f-statistic) = 0.0000. mean dependent var = -0.009677, Akaike info criterion = 2.452354, Durbin-Watson stat = 
I 731599. 

polic) for economic grO\\ th. In the presence of cointegrat ion among the series, the VECM can be 
presented as given belo"'. 

Al 
8 II 8 11 8 , 81 •. , 

RINT, RINT, '7 I µ 
FD, ?t., ' 8 cl 8" 8 1, 8 , •. , FD, r; 1 µ , 

( I - L) 
MS, ?t.1 

+ L(I - L) 
MS, + (£CT, 1) + 

' I 8 11, 8 ,,., 8 11., 8, •. , I 771 µ , 
INFD, ?t.J INFD, I 1J ➔ µ J 

8 JI 84, 8 J1 8 .... 
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where ( I - L) is showing the difference operator. ECT,_
1 

is the one period lagged erTOr correction 
term. The statistical significance of ECT,_, is checked by applying ,-test statistic, confim1s the existence 
of long-run Granger causality while that of Wald's test chi-square statistic for the combined significance 
of lagged values of variable exhibits short-run dynamics. 

The results of the test on causality are presented in Table 5. The results show that there is no short-run 
causality between fiscal deficit, money supply and real interest rate. However, there is unidirectional 
causality running from inflation to real interest rate in short run and the results are significant at 5 percent 
level of significance. Hov. ever, real interest rate granger cause fiscal deficit at IO percent level of sign i fi
cance in short run. The results of long-run causality showed that the p value of l] 

1 
in VECM equation is 

found to be significant at 5 percent level of significance, implying that granger causality run from fiscal 
deficit, money supply and inflation lo real interest rate in long run. Moreover, value of 17, in VECM equa
tion is also significant at 5 percent level of significance meaning that long-run causality running from 
real interest rate, money supply and inflation to fiscal deficit. In addition, the value of 17

1 
and l]~ in the 

VECM equation is also significant at 5 percent level of significance implying that causality running 
from real interest rate. fiscal deficit and inflation to money supply and also from real interest rate, fiscal 
deficit, and money supply to inflation, respectively. llrns, there is long-run causality running among 
competing variables. 

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations 

This study has been moti,ated by the recent de, elopments in the literature on the relationship between 
rate of interest, fiscal deficit, money supply, and inflation. In this paper, the ARDL model and error 
correction model have been used to empirically examine long-run and sho,1-run dynamics of interest rate 
relationship in India using annual data from 1980- 1981 to 2012-2013. The interesting resu lts of ARDL 
model are that the rate of interest and fiscal deficit are positively related with each other in long run and 
fiscal deficit elasticity is 0.33 percent at lag 2. Money supply (lag 2) and inflation (at level) have negative 
relationship with rate of interest in long run. Money supply elasticity is - 0.18 at lag 2. This means that 
I percent increase in money supply leads to decrease the real interest rate by - 0.18 percent. Inflation 
elasticity is - 0.73 percent in current year indicates that I percent increase in inflation would decrease the 
real rate of interest (i.e .. nominal interest inflation) by 0.73 percent. Further, the erTor correction 
tem1 indicates that 57 percent disequilibrium in rate of interest "'ill be ofTset each year by short-run 
adjustment of explanatory variables. ln addition, results of vector error correction model showed that 
there is unidirectional causality running from inflation to real interest rate in short run. As far as long-run 
causality is concerned, causali ty is running from real interest rate, fi scal deficit, and inflation to money 
supply and also from real interest rate, fiscal deficit, and money supply to inflation. In other words, high 
interest rate, fiscal deficit, and money supply are the reason for high inflation in India. Furthermore, 
there is bidirectional causality among variables in long run. 

These findings have important recommendation for policy implications in India. Most significantly, 
it shows that government needs to be aware of the fact that proper implementation of fiscal and monetary 
polic)- needs to be carried out carefully. High fiscal deficit is the reason for high interest rates in India 
and also the reason for slO\\ growth of private sector specially manufacturing sector (suppo11ed by equa
tion (3)). Government must control over non-development expenditure to reduce fiscal deficit. Market 
borrowings of government are very high in India and a most impo11ant part of revenue is used for interest 
payment which should be control led by increasing revenue from taxes. Hence, government should 
increase its tax base to meet its expenditure. It will reduce government's borrowings and therefore, more 



Table 5. Results of Causality Based on Error Correction Model 

Null Hypothesis 

Dependent Variables 

Fiscal deficit and/or money supply and/ 
or inflation do not granger cause real 
interest rate 

Real interest rate and/or money supply 
a nd/o r inflation do not granger cause 
fiscal deficit 

Real interest rate and/or fiscal deficit 
and/or inflation do not granger cause 
money supply 

Real interest rate and/or fisca l deficit 
and/or money supply and/or do not 
granger cause inflation 

Source: Authors' computation with Eviews 9.0. 

/\RINT 

3.319(0.0652)** 

1.612(0.222) 

2.045(0. 1546) 

Source of Causation (Independent Variables) 

Short-run Causality Long-run Causality 

F values (Wald Test) (-values 

/\FD L\MS l',INFD ECT, ,[P] 

1.847(0.1823) 2.221(0.1334) 4.681 (0.020)* -3.198 (0.004)* 

2.179(0.1392) 2.18(0.1391) 2.841 (0.00 I)* 

1.590(0.2286) I. 710(0.2054) 2.532 (0.0 I 30)* 

0.5738(0.5719) 1.482(0.2486) 2.40I(0.0187)* 

Notes: RINT. FD. MS, and INFD indicate real interest race. fiscal deficit. money supply and inflation. The optimal lag lengths were selected by using A IC criterion mentioned 
in Pamula, Gonzalez-Farias. and Fuller ( 1994). The numbers under parenthesis are P values. Reiecc,on of null hypothesis at 5 percent, "" rejection of null hypothesis at 

10 percent. 
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resources will be available for private investments to grow up. Further, the growth of private sector will 
enhance the revenue from private players in tenns of taxes in coming years which results in bringing 
down fiscal deficit. In addition, prime lending rates in lndia are very high in comparison of largest 
economies or the world, is a big obstac le for manufacturing sector; hence crowd out private investment. 
Monetary authority should make policy to control over rate of interest and inflation (supported by 
equation (4)). Based on the findings, it is suggested that proper fiscal consolidation is required to control 
high fiscal deficit and burgeoning interest rate in India. 
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